FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 06/02/2005

A physical surveillance was conducted at the weekly public demonstration by ALLIANT ACTION at Alliant Techsystems (ATK) corporate headquarters in Edina, Minnesota. After the demonstration, the surveillance was continued on the main subjects of the group. No arrests were made.

0700 - Protesters start arriving.

0731 - The demonstration begins.

0800 - The demonstration ends and most of the protesters are leaving to go meet at Bakers Square off of Excelsior Boulevard and Blake Road in Edina, Minnesota.

0815 - A vehicle registered to [redacted] is observed in the Bakers Square parking lot.

1020 - Group members start leaving Bakers Square. The subjects talk with other unidentified group members in the parking lot.

1050 - Subjects drive away from Bakers Square.

1105 - Subjects visit a storage facility off of France Avenue and Excelsior Boulevard.

1110 - Subjects leave storage facility.

1130 - Subjects stop at Southdale shopping center in Edina.

1140 - Subjects leave Southdale shopping center.

1155 - Subjects arrive at the Shops at Lyndale.

1205 - Subjects go into the Best Buy store.

1220 - Subjects exit Best Buy and leave the shopping center.

1230 - Subjects stop at a Super America gas station on Lakeshore Boulevard and 66th Street.
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